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Abstract

Deeply embedded systems present a number of new chal-
lenges and opportunities in security. In this essay, we intro-
duce some of them and explore potential ideas for address-
ing them.

Introduction The advent of low-powered wireless net-
works of embedded devices has spurred the development
of new applications at the interface between the real world
and its digital manifestation. A distributed computing plat-
form that can measure properties of the real world, for-
mulate intelligent inferences, and instrument responses, re-
quires a new class of techniques in distributed computing,
real-time systems, artificial intelligence, databases, control
theory, and security.

Before these intelligent systems can be deployed in crit-
ical infrastructures such as emergency rooms and power
plants, the security properties of such systems must be fully
understood. Existing wisdom has been to apply the tradi-
tional security models and techniques to these networks of
deeply embedded systems: as in conventional computing
environments, the goal has been to protect physical entities:
devices, packets, links, and ultimately networks. However,
deeply embedded networks are not traditional computing
devices, and as a result, existing security models and meth-
ods are insufficient. These networks have unique charac-
teristics that warrant novel security considerations: the ge-
ographic distribution of the devices allows an attacker to
physically capture nodes and learn secret key material, or
to intercept or inject messages; the hierarchical nature of
many of these networks and their route maintenance proto-
cols permit the attacker to determine where the root node
is placed. Perhaps most importantly, most deeply embed-
ded networks rely on redundancy (followed by aggregation)
to accurately capture environmental information even with
poorly calibrated and unreliable devices. This results in a
fundamental distinction between a physical message in the
network and a logical unit of information: a message with
a single reading may reveal very little information about

the real environment, whereas a message containing an ag-
gregate or collection of readings may reveal a great deal
more. These characteristics open the door for an entirely
new security paradigm: one that acknowledges that there is
a fundamental distinction between physical messages and
logical information, and that focuses on how to minimize
the correlation between the two in order to limit opportuni-
ties for compromise. In the rest of this essay, we highlight
some of the challenges in producing a comprehensive secu-
rity model that is tailored for these low-powered distributed
devices and some new approaches that hold promise in solv-
ing some of these problems.

Measuring confidentiality Existing literature has pro-
posed the use of computationally inexpensive cryptographic
techniques to handle message confidentiality and authentic-
ity in deeply embedded networks. The difficulty of ensuring
confidentiality and authenticity is not, however, due solely
to the energy constraints imposed on devices. A network
that is comprised of many small computing devices, is sub-
ject to physical capture. Any cryptosystem must therefore
tolerate the compromise of devices and their keys. How-
ever, the compromise of some nodes need not result in a
total loss of security. Rather than providing all-or-nothing
guarantees about privacy or security, there is a need for
providing probabilistic guarantees with respect to compro-
mise. The primary challenge is therefore to define models
and metrics along these lines, for different protocols logical-
level information privacy and security properties.

The approach we advocate takes advantage of the fact
that any real-world attacker is limited by the properties of
the system he or she is attempting to compromise (c.f., [2]).
Based on this model, in an earlier work [1], we have pre-
sented an initial framework, taxonomy, and methodology
for quantifying the privacy and security of deeply embedded
applications, under the assumption that some nodes may be
compromised, and based on the networks size, protocols,
and computations. Rather than providing all-or-nothing
guarantees about privacy or security, the goal is to examine
probabilistic guarantees with respect to compromise, and to
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understand and improve existing aggregation strategies with
respect to these guarantees.

As an instance of the above approach, we can define the
eavesdropping vulnerability based on several important pa-
rameters for a network of sensors. First, there is the proba-
bility that a compromised set of devices, SA, greatly resem-
bles the set of nodes that our application is sam- pling, SC .
This probability is a function of the size of SC , the specific
aggregate function σ, and the data distribution of the sen-
sors S. For example, if all sensors produce the same read-
ing, then the adversary can compromise the system from a
single reading. We formalize the probability based on these
parameters.

Definition 0.1 (Eavesdropping Vulnerability) The eaves-
dropping vulnerability (γ) relative to a set of compromised
nodes is de- fined as γ(σ, S, SA, SC , δ) = p(|σ(SC) −
σ(SA)| ≤ δ), where σ is the aggregating function and δ
the adversarys error tolerance.

Although we have considered a single aggregate compu-
tation here, the eavesdropping vulnerability can be gener-
alized to sup- port multiple aggregate computations over
different attributes. We finally note that, if the underlying
distribution of sensor values and the link vulnerability are
known, then we can compute the expected eavesdropping
vulnerability. Once the vulnerability is quantified, then we
can design networks which minimize it.

Context and topology obfuscation Many networked em-
bedded applications involve data aggregation from a variety
of sensors before actuation of some control action. In such
a scenario, data is pulled towards the decision making unit,
through the cooperation of a few intermediate nodes. For
the sensor values to have meaning then, context is needed.
Where the value was recorded, and at what time, are nec-
essary for interpretation. Conversely, if the time and loca-
tion of one reading are known, it may be possible for an
adversary to infer a great deal about other readings nearby.
Aggregation of data by the intermediate nodes also leads
to a non-uniform distribution of information across nodes.
Therefore, attacking a leaf node in a tree-structured net-
work gains little influence (for disruption) or information
(for eavesdropping); attacking a node near the root gains
significant influence and information about the aggregate
value. For eavesdropping, there is an interesting third case
of attacking nodes in the middle of the tree: intermediary
nodes perform enough aggregation to compen- sate for in-
accurate sensors, but their values may be local enough to
reveal private data. The network must therefore be aware
of these metadata and their role in security. The second se-
curity challenge for deeply embedded systems is therefore
to identify cost-effective schemes for hiding network timing
and obfuscate the underlying topology.

Possible solutions to address this challenge might be
based on sending messages at regular intervals, disassoci-
ating a reading from a physical event by adding a random
delay to message transmission, or adding spurious messages
to mask the legitimate send times. Such confusion tech-
niques have been used, for instance, to thwart eavesdrop-
ping on the internet [2].

Secure aggregation In networks where aggregation oc-
curs at intermediary nodes, end-to-end encryption is not
possible because each node must be able to compute with
the data. The standard security doctrine that the network
should not be trusted and that all messages should be en-
crypted and decrypted at the source and destination is in-
compatible with aggregation. Unfortunately, the alternative
of trusting each link between the source and the destination
is unappealing.

Unlike traditional computing platforms, end users who
are identified by sensor nodes have little ability to set pol-
icy. When browsing the Internet, for example, users can use
anonymizing proxies to protect their privacy. When being
sensed by a sensor, however, the end user has no input as to
the level of information disclosure, and must trust in the de-
cisions made by the sensor network. Since being sensed can
be a passive act and can be done without the knowledge of
the observed party, designing networks with privacy guar-
antees is an arduous task.

The security challenge with respect to data in deeply net-
worked systems is therefore to develop aggregation tech-
niques that are secure, scalable and also ensure the desired
level of privacy.

Conclusion Existing systems and methodologies have
largely applied the internet model of security to cyber phys-
ical systems. However, these approaches fail to make the
distinction between physical messages and logical informa-
tion, focus on all-or-nothing security guarantees, and are
ill-equipped to deal with the inherent asymmetry in the dis-
tribution of information across the network. In this essay
we have highlighted some of the new challenges and also
opportunities with respect to security of such systems. We
believe that once these challenges are surmounted, appli-
cations with intrinsic security considerations will become
immediately realizable.
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